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BC K-12 Mathematics 
Curricular Competencies

• Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical 
understanding through play, inquiry, and problem solving

• Engage in problem-solving experiences that 
are connected to place, story, cultural practices, 
and perspectives relevant to local First Peoples 
communities, the local community, and other 
cultures

• Connect mathematical concepts to each other and 
to other areas and personal interests 
• math to self
• math to world
• math to math



What openings do you have 
in your curricular context for 
students to explore ideas of 
place, story and identity 
through mathematics?



Creating Openings for Problem Posing

What pedagogical structures and 
contexts create opportunities for 

students to pose problems?

What do we learn about 
children’s mathematical thinking 

from the problems they pose?



“Supporting children to pose 
problems for themselves as they 
engage in play or other activities 

is mathematically productive 
and often leads to the creation 
of problems that children care 

about and understand.”

Young Children’s Mathematics: Cognitively Guided 
Instruction in Early Childhood Education (2017), p. 110





creating spaces for problem-posing
•opportunities for students to extend and 
synthesize their thinking about problem 
types, number relationships and counting
• spaces for students to share glimpses into 
their stories, their lives, their family, their 
culture, their community
•connections between informal and formal 
mathematics
•opportunities for students to see themselves 
as the ones who pose mathematical 
problems



Pedagogical Structures and 
Contexts for Problem-Posing
•problem type
•provocation
•instructional routines
•picture books
•counting collections
•storytelling



What stories live in these equations?

___ ➕ 36 = 72

114 ➖ ___ = 110

55✖ 3 = ___

144 ➗ ___ = 3



What stories live in these equations?

___ ➕ 36 = 72

114 ➖ ___ = 110

55✖ 3 = ___

144 ➗ ___ = 3

What are you 
thinking about?

What connections
are you making?

What mathematics do 
you need to understand 

to create a story or 
pose a problem based

on these equations?



problem type
• Unpack an intentionally chosen problem with 
the students.

• Invite students to prose their own problems 
based on the problem type shared. Ask them 
to consider the mathematical structure of the 
problem and what stories or context would 
make sense. Students choose number range, 
context and how they will represent their 
problem.



provocation
•Provoke and inspire students’ 
thinking through story, materials, 
images or questions.
•One for the whole class or part of a 
collection of related provocations.
•Provocations are open-ended and 
involve choice of number range, 
materials and representation.



What stories live in 
these numbers?  

What stories live in 
these equations?



instructional routines
•Number Talks
•Number Talk Images
•Splat!
•Numberless Word Problems



Number Talk Images
•http://ntimages.weebly.com

http://ntimages.weebly.com


Splat! stevewyborney.com



Numberless Word Problems



picture books
•Read a story aloud to the class, asking 
them to notice and wonder as you 
read. Choose a problem that emerges 
from the story that is of interest to the 
students to explore together.
• Invite students choose their own 
questions to investigate or invite them 
to use the story context to inspire 
problems to pose.



counting collections
• In pairs, count collections and 
record counts.
• Invite students to consider how 
materials, counting methods or 
quantities might inspire problems.



storytelling
•Drawing upon experiences with playful 
storytelling in our classrooms, students 
are often asked: What stories live in 
these materials? How might these 
materials help you tell your story?
•By introducing math tools, numerals 
and other collections to our storytelling 
materials, what mathematical stories 
and problems might students share?



solving the problems

• in the moment, students solve their own 
problems
• from the students’ posed problems, the 
teacher intentionally selects a problem to 
be the focus problem for the whole class 
to solve
•problems are typed out and multiple 
copies made; students choose a problem 
to solve from the collection of their peers’ 
problems 



what we have noticed
•many students who demonstrate 
computational fluency are 
developing their understanding of 
contextualized mathematics and 
what makes sense for specific 
quantities and problem types
• students’ posed problems often reflect 
curricular areas of focus –
equivalence, decomposing, 
multiplication, financial literacy



what we have noticed
• some students are able to tell a math 
story but are developing their 
understanding of a problem structure
•many students posed problems with 
multiple steps
• students’ posed problems often 
included math to math connections 
such as use of fractions or distance 
and other measurements



what we have noticed
•question formulation is an area of 
development for English language 
learners with time for oral rehearsal as 
the most successful instructional 
support
•opportunities for direct modeling with 
materials and drawings through 
storytelling supports understanding of 
mathematical actions and problem 
types



Assessing Problem-Posing
•Quantity 
•Originality
•Complexity

• Silver & Cai, 2005



What does assessment look like?
• pedagogy of listening and noticing
• understanding of learning trajectories 
•what to look for,  formative assessment
• nudging thinking in the moment
• responsive teaching and learning



Teachers’ Reflections
•I have realized I need to 
understand the mathematics 
better myself so that I can 
figure out where we need to go 
next with the students’ 
learning.
• Lauren, K&1 teacher



Teachers’ Reflections
•It really is just all about watching 
and listening and talking with 
children. I then pull together 
ideas and consider where the 
students are as I plan my next 
instructional moves . It is a 
responsive cycle.
• Michelle, grades 2&3 teacher



Teachers’ Reflections
•We have been presenting students 
with fill-in-the-blank equation strips 
alongside manipulatives. We find that 
this challenges students to reflect 
upon the processes used rather than 
the answer. They have to be flexible 
with their thinking. Moving the 
“blanks” to different places on the 
sentence strips elicits different 
thinking and strategies.

• Jessica, grades 1&2 EFI teacher



Teachers’ Reflections
•When CGI structures were first 
introduced to my students, they 
weren’t yet able to come up with 
strategies to solve them. For 
example, although they knew that 10 
+ 13 equals 23, when given a problem 
with the structure 10 + __ = 23, they 
did not know where to start to figure 
out the answer. 
• Phoebe, grades 2&3 teacher



Teachers’ Reflections
•What really helped my students 
were math stories. They were able 
solve the math problems by either 
counting with loose parts, or 
drawing it out. They were able to 
see the relationship between 
addition and subtraction. 
• Phoebe, grades 2&3 teacher



thank you

•twitter @jnovakowski38
•instagram @jnovakowski
•email jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca


